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SixthSense is a pioneering video object tracking system that creates situational awareness in dense 
urban scenes by automatically detecting suspicious behavior of humans or vehicles in real-time. The 
system is based on an independent learning process in which the scene's routine is analyzed and any 
deviations are automatically detected without explicit definition. SixthSense is highly suitable for 
protecting border checkpoints, sensitive facilities, transportation halls, shopping malls, and other public 
crowded areas and events. The algorithm is based on unique 3D recognition of objects, thus enhancing 
the accuracy of the detection and tracking processes and drawing the user's attention to suspicious 
behavior in real-time. SixthSense can be installed either as a standalone system or as part of a 
comprehensive security system.

The number of screens for an operator to monitor is significantly reduced using The SixthSense 3D 
capability to present the situational picture on the projective map. Once the system produces an alert, 
the operator can review the alert by watching the relevant video clips, both real time and a delayed one.

Specifications
+ SixthSense Resolves 
' Occlusions, High density, Shadows

+ SixthSense Accurately estimates
' Position in real space for map projection
' Velocities and  Directions

+ SixthSense has recording and debriefing capabilities to support online and offline situation analyzes
+ SixthSense significantly reduces number of screens in the control room

www.tsgitsystems.com



SixthSense

Current Situation
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Situational Awareness
+ Creating comprehensive picture for entire scene (a set of diverse areas)
+ Real time analysis of human moving behavior
+ Detecting and Alerting on relevant suspicious signs and their combination both for individuals and for interaction between   
 them
+ Mission and Scene Challenges: Limited human resources assigned to entire scene, crowded areas, temporary and partially 
 occluded objects, large number of cameras, video streams and monitors 

Automatically detecting suspicious behavior
+ Tracking all the objects in each area and in the entire scene
+ Fusion of the information from sensors / systems and Fusion of information from all the areas
+ Fully automatically detecting and alerting suspicious behavior according to user defined parameters, priorities, and  
 continuously updating scene routine perception

Independent learning process 
+ Assisting operational user in situations that are difficult or even impossible to predict, predefine, and distinguish between  
 "normal" and "abnormal" templates

Scene's routine is analyzed and any deviations are automatically detected without explicit definition
+ The self-learning technology based on Pattern Recognition methods
+ The behavior's statistics is continuously accumulated and analyzed, providing the definition for the routine in the given  
 place at the given time. Any behavior significantly different from the routine is flagged as abnormal

Drawing the user's attention
+ Automatically detecting and reporting suspicious behavior in the entire scene
+ Providing relevant video clips to estimate validity and severity events
+ Providing post alerting tracking and additional available sensor resources
+ Prioritizing operator attention to validation and estimation of suspicious behavior in the entire scene rather than current  
 exhausting staring at the monitors which display video streams

Significantly reducing the screens number for the operator to monitor
+ Provides object's position in the real space (not just in the image plane)
+ Presents the information (position, trajectory, alert) on the projective map instead of the video
+ Combines information from many video sources and presents it on one mutual map
+ Once the system produces an alert, the operator can review the alert by watching the relevant video clips

+ Too much information
+ Too much data to process
+ Hard to predict suspicious behavior

The Solution

One Picture, One Map

TSG is a global provider of C4ISTAR solutions, With over four decades of experience. TSG specializes and has a proven 
track record in designing, developing, supplying and integrating advanced, comprehensive and highly innovative 
solutions and systems for the defense and homeland security sectors. Dedicated to delivering cutting-edge, best-of-
class solutions, TSG serves a diverse client base of governmental organizations worldwide. 
For more information about TSG, visit http://www.tsgitsystems.com.
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